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Colour-In SG is Ideal for grouting a large range of tile 
types including ceramic, fully vitrified, porcelain, mar-
ble, natural stone, terrazzo, glass and mosaics. Ideal for 
joints 3mm to 12mm in width, but best suited for wider 
joints. The grout hardens quickly for fast installations 
and makes it ideal for the grouting of moisture sensitive 
stones.

Benefits & Uses 

	Hydrophobic (Low absorption)
	For Joints 1-15mm 
	Sand free
	DFD Technology
	Efflorescence Free
	FAA additives 
	Super Smooth
	1mm-15mm joint size
	Easy clean when grout is dry using a dry or micro-fi-

bre cloth.
	Can be bulked out with dry sand for a sanded aes-

thetic desired finish.

Substrates

Concrete, renders, screeds, waterproofing membrane, 
blockwork, gyprock, plasterboard, fibre cement, particle 
board, Swimming pools and Timber floors (Refer to your 
nearest Bonded office for correct application).

Preparation

Ensure that tile adhesive has had sufficient time to cure 
before grouting commences. 
Remove any adhesive that may have come out from 
joints, remove spacers and any dust or dirt from joint 
before grouting. Do not use Grout in expansion joints.

Mixing

A 10kg of Bonded Colour-In SG powder requires 2-2.5 li-
tres of water. Add water into a clean container and sprin-
kle Bonded Colour-In FS slowly into liquid while mixing 
continuously until a smooth lump free mix is obtained. 
Always add powder to liquid.

Colour-In SG is a Standard Set, Hydrophobic, 
high performance smooth grout which is 
suitable for floor and wall applications for 
internal and external use. 
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Allow to stand for 5mins and then restir. Grout is now 
ready to use.

Substrates with movement

Colour-In SG should be mixed with Flex Plus Additive in 
areas where movement may occur.  
Add 3 parts water to 1 Part Flex Plus Additive then mix 
with Grout.

Application

Use a grout applicator to apply the grout into the joints. 
Apply the grout using a diagonal motion, ensuring that 
the grout fills the entire depth of the joint. Grout approx-
imately 1m² at a time then wipe off. . Make sure that the 
sponge is rinsed properly, and no excess water remains 
on. the sponge while wiping grout. This can cause excess 
water to get in the joints and may cause efflorescence. 
Regularly rinse the sponge while grouting, this will mini-
mize the amount of haze build up when dry. Allow grout 
to cure for 24hrs prior to final clean up. A clean rag can 
be used to polish of tiles once grout is dry.

Coverage

Coverage of Bonded Colour-In FS will vary depending on 
tile and grout joint size.  See coverage chart below, or go 
to www.bondedtechnologies.com

Packaging

Bonded® Colour-In SG is available in 5kg & 15kg bags.
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Technical Data

Coverage Chart 

Shelf Life

A bag of Colour-In SG when kept in a cool, dry environ-
ment, and stored above ground level, will have a shelf life 
of 12 months.

Warranty

All Bonded ® products come with a 15-year warranty, pro-
viding the application is in accordance with AS3958.1 2007 
and the manufacturer,s printed directions for use on the 
latest Technical Data Sheet.

SDS is available from www.bondedtechnologies..com


